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:FoREsT•ROWTH undoubtedly represents the heart of sustained yield

management.The increaseduse of
Continuous

(C.F.I.)

F o r e st

Inventory

and intensified growth

The purpose of this paper is to
present again the terms described
by Meyer and to point out some
peculiarities of their calculation

namely two inches, and that no

with reference

moved into the next higher class.
The .growth . . . is thus characterized by a displacementof the diameter distribution to the right."

to a C.F.I.

remeas-

evaluation brought about by the urement analysis, which employs a
application of punched-card data somewhat different technique of
processing,demandsthat the com- summarization.
ponents of growth be thoroughly
Derivation and Description of
understood and properly manipuTerms
lated

in summarization.

The com-

ponents of forest growth are com-

monly d e s i g n a t e d as survivor
growth (growth on trees present at
both terminals of the growth pe-

riod), mortality, cut, and ingrowth.
The manner
in which these are
handled in summarization
to ob-

tain suchexpressionsas net growth,
gross growth, and net increase is
not as routine as might first appear.
The variant technique of growth

summarization employed in most
C.F.I. analyses(wherein the basic
growthfiguresare obtainedat the
tree level) does not warrant the

Using the sameexampleasMeyer,
we can consider an even-aged stand
which

has been measured

at

two

successive inventories, ten years
apart (shown schematicallyin Fig.

trees d•ed or were cut during the

period . . . the trees of any .given
diameter

class

must

then

have

l•eferring to Figure 1, the difference between the two inventory

volumes
4 (ignoring for the time
being the notations of ingrowth,
mortality and cut) representsthe
mantle of wood laid down during
the 10-year period on trees which

1). If we "assumethat during this
•Number of trees can be converted to
period of 10 years the diameter volume by employing a local volume table
growth of all trees was .the same, (volume per tree by d.b.h. class).

-

Firs

introduction of new terminology.

Indeed, confusioncan be avoided
by the consistent
and properapplication of traditional

terminology.

The terminology used by H. Arthur Meyer2 (alsobriefly presented
in Foregtry Handbook
a and else-
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where)in early discussions
of continuous forest inventory is more or
less standard and deserves reiteraZion.
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FIG. 1.--Schematic representationof the changein diameter distribution of an evensged stand due to growth over a ten-year perxod.
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were present, were of merchantable
size, and were measured at both in-

inclusion of ingrowth being impLied.
ventories.In the absence
of any cut
The effect of mortality loss is
or mortality this mantle of wood considered in the net growth figrepresentsthe gross.growthof the ure, obtained by subtracting morvolume present at the first inven- tality from the grossgrowth. When
tory.
such is done to formula (2) we
Realistically,
however,
weshould have net growth including inhavea certainamountof ingrowth, growth--.V•d-G--V•.
(3)
probablyhavesomemortality,and In common usage this is usually
may have some trees which were abbreviated to "net growth"; the
cut. Therefore,assuminga certain inclusion of ingrowth being imamountof ingrowth,mortalityand plied.
cut, referenceto Figure i should
If the net .growth of initial volmake it clear that in order to ob-

tain the gross.growthof the volume

presentat the first inventory,the
secondinventorymustbe augmented by the volume of trees which

died or werecut, and reduced.by
the volumeof ingrowthtreesprior
to the subtraction of the first in-

ventory volume. That is, gross
growth of initial volume

--(¾•d-Md-C--•)--¾,

(1)

where V• -- the volume of trees
measured

at the first

inventory,
V•--the

volume

measured

of

trees

at the second

inventory,
M--the

initial 5 volume

of

trees dying during the
period between inventories,6
C ---- the initial 7 volume of
trees which were cut

during the period between inventories,
and I

---- the volume of trees at

the second inventory
which were below merchantable size at the

first inventory.
If we wish to include ingrowth
in the grossfigure, formula (1) becomes gross growth including ingrowth----.V2d-Md-C--V•.
(2)
In common usage this is usually
abbreviatedto "grossgrowth"; the
Sin •he traditional Europeancontinuous inventory approach, the final volume
of mortality trees is used; however, in
the usual modern C.F.I. analysis mortal-

ity is defined in terms of the initial vol11me.

8In addition, trees which become cull
between

the

inventories

are

sometimes

considered as mortality.

•In the European approach the volume
at the time of cutting is used. In some
modern C.I•.I. analyses, cut is defined in
this way; but many analyses still employ
the initial
definition.

volume of the cut trees in the

and net growth and imply that
ingrowth is included. In order to
do this the implication must be

understoodby the complete audienee.

Application to Modern C. F. I.

The relationships described in
the foregoing paragraphs, especially formulas (1) through (5),
have applicability when dealing
with groups of volume data; that
is, when tree volumesat each terumeis desiredthe mortalityis sub- minal of the growth period are
tracted from growth of initial vol- totaled with no attempt made to
pair successive volumes of each
ume given by formula (1), obtainindividual
tree. For instance, coning net growth of initial volume
sider
that
on a given area (plot,
(4)
stand,
forest,
etc.) the following
An expression of the actual
totals have been obtained: volume
change in growing stock is obat the first and secondinventories,
tained if in addition to the mortalingrowth volume, mortality volity subtraction,the volumeof cut
ume,s and cut volume.9 Figures for
trees is subtracted from formula
(2). Thus is obtained the net in- gross growth, net growth, etc.,
crease in growing stock; net in- can be obtained for plot, stand, or
forest without ever computing the
crease----V•--V•.
(5)
volume
.growth per tree.
Obviously,if the amount of cut and
If,
on
the other hand, we begin
mortality exceedsthe grossgrowth
including ingrowth (formula 2) at the tree level to obtain volume
then a negative net increaseis pos- growth figures (the modern C.F.I.
sible, amounting to a net loss in approach) in order to calculate
the various summary growth exgrowing stock.
As a generalguide,Meyer points presslons, the same formulas as
out the following relationships of cited above do not strictly apply.
gross growth, net growth, mortal- In this approach, successivetree
ity, cut, and net increase: gross volumes are paired to determine
growth -- net growth d- mortality; the growth contribution of each
net growth ---- net increase d- cut; tree, which is then considered
as
net increase ---- V2--V• -- the net a separate entity for subsequent
change between inventories.
growth summaries.By way of exThe status of the ingrowth com- planation, it is desirable to segponent must be stated or clearly ment each inventory volume total
understoodin the specificapplica- into its individual tree compontion of these terms. By definition ents. That is, volumea• the first
net
increase
must
include
ininventory,
growth. Although it is common
V• = V• d- M d- C,
practice to considerthe ingrowth
where
V• = the initial volumeof
included in the terms grossgrowth
trees measured
at
and net growth, the use of the
both inventories,i.e.,
more definitiveterms grossgrowth
survivor trees,
includingingrowthand net growth
M --• the initial volume of
including ingrowth has the advanttrees
which
were
age of complete clarity. If it is
measured
at
the
first
desired to exclude the ingrowth
inventory
but
died
component,the terms gross.growth
before the second inof initial volume and net growth
of initial
All

volume should be used.

confusion in this matter

ventory,

of

ingrowth can be avoided by the
use of the completeterminology;
however, it is frequently convenient to use the terms grossgrowth

SSubject;
to the samevariation in mean.
ing pointed out; in footnot;e 5.

8Subject to the same variation in meaning pointed out; in footnote 7.
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cut, and ingrowth. Typical data this case are ignored and do not
enter into the calculation,although
are shown in Table 2.
If the volume totals are first cal- they usuallyare retainedas a sepainventory but were culated, the net growth of the plot rate total. Calculatingthe periodic
cut before the sec- is obtained by adding the volume net plot growth (246.3bd. ft.) by
of cut trees to the second invenadding (algebraically)the entries
ond inventory;
volume at the second inventory,
tory volumeandsubtractingthefirst in the last column of Table 2,
¾2 = V8 q- I,
inventory volume (749.3q-241.4 typifies the modern C.F.I. tech2
--744.4----246.3bd. ft.); neither the nique. Note that the cut trees
whereV•2 -- the final volumeof volume of ingrowth nor mortality (numbered2, 3, and 8) are not entrees measured both
tered in this column, indicating
enters into the calculation.
times, i.e., survivor
If, however, the growth per tree that they were "wired out" and
trees,
is first calculated, then the net kept from enteringthe total.
and I -- the final volume of growth of the plot is obtainedby
The calculation of the other extrees which became
of growthdefinedby foradding the growth of eachsurvivor pressions
measurable size by tree (tree numbers4, 5, 6, 9, 10), mula in Table I is shown in Table
and C =

the initial volume of
trees
which
were
measured at the first

the

second

invento-

ry.

The growth on trees which were
measured at both inventories (sur-

vivor trees) is called survivor

adding the volume of eachingrowth 3. It is clear that the same results
tree (tree number 7), and subtract- can be obtainedby the consistent

ing the volume of each mortality
tree (tree number 1); cut trees in

growth. In terms of the above
symbols, survivor growth, de-

TABLE 1.--FORMULAS FOR THE CALCULATION
01• GROWTH
Formula if using

sigmatedby (•, equalsV82 -- V8 .
It now remains to show the cal-

time

in terms

Volumetotals

Type of growth

culation of the items describedby
formulas (1) through (5), but
this

use of either approach(usingvolume totals or using tree growth

Individual tree growthfigures

volume

of individual

tree growth data.
By definition it is clear that

gross .growth of initial volume -G•, but also note that it can .beobtained from formula (1), that is
gross growth of initial volume
=V2q-Mq-C--I--V•
=(¾8

2. Gross
growth
(or gross •owgh

il)

3. Net
growth
(or net grow•

2

5. Netincrease

(¾8 +if+c)

=V•--V•

•V,•I--V•M--C

1

2

-• G8 -- survivor growth.
Proceeding in this way the following formulas ean be derived:
•o

gross•rowth (or gross•rowth ii )
=08 q- I
net growth (or net growth ii )
=Gsq- I--M
net growth of initial volume
=G8

--

M

net increase -- G8 q- I -- M -- C
The differences of procedure
whether using volume totals or individual tree growth data are ap-

parent in Table 1.
In order to emphasize the differences, take as an example the
calculation of net growth on a plot
having all types of trees represented: i.e., survivor, mortality,

TABLE 2.--AN

EXAMPLE OF GIt(YWTH SUMMARIZATION.

DATA FROM ONE PERMANENT

SAMPLEPLOT (1/5 ACRE). Lra•oa'•r or GROWTHPEBlOn: TF-• YEARS
Sound volume
Tree

Tree

Sound periodic growth

First in- Second in-

number statusx yentory yentory Survivor

Mortality

Cut

Ingrowth

Net•

......

-62.1

Board feet
1

20

62.1

............

2
3
4
5

24
24
22
22

81.3
66.8
42.4
63.3

..................

6
7

22
12

106.0

9
10

22
22

8

Plot totals

Symbol

24

-62.1
......
..................
..................
.........

62.3
122.5
163.8
34.6

19.9
59.2
57.8
............

82.0
147.2

119.8
246.3

37.8
99.1

744.4

749.3

273.8

-62.1

¾•

G,

M

031

V•

-81.3
-66.8

............
......

34.6

......

......

.................
.................

19.9
59.2
57.8
34.6
37.8
99.1

-241.4

C

34.6

246.3

I

XTree status as used here defines the class of tree from a growth-contribution

standpoint.Status at eachinventoryis codedas follows: 0 ----not present,1 -' pulpwood size, 2 ---- sawlog size, 3 = cull, 4 = cut. By combining the tree classesat
successiveinventories, then, 20 = sawlog mortality, 24 = sawlog cut, 22 = sawlog
survivortree, 12 ----sawlogingrowth from pulpwoodsize, etc. For an elaborationof

this systemrefer to Stott, C. B. Forest control by continuousinventory. No. 75.
•øThe abbreviation il is used hereafter

in •his paper to mean including ingrowth.

U.S. Forest Service tteglon 9. 1960.
eNet growth in•ludlng ingrowth.
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TABLE 3.--SoLuTION OF FORMULAS SHOWN IN TABLE 1, USING ])A•A FROM TABLE 2
Solution if using

Type of growth
1. Gross growth
initial

Volume totals
of

volume

2. Gross gro•vth
(or gross gro•vth ii)
3. Net growth

(or net growth ii)
4. Net growth of initial
5.

volume
Net increase

•d. ft.
749.3-[-62.1+241.4

Individual tree growth figures
•d. ft.

described

earlier

in

by the ambiguoususeof theseterms

--34.6--744.4--273.8

273.8•-34.6--308.4

should

-- 744.4--308.4

749.3-{-241.4--744.4

terms

this paper having to do with plot or
stand growth can be applied to
either "gross"or "net" tree growth.
The confusion which can be caused

273.8

749.3--[-62.1q-241.4

the

OF FOrtESTRY

273.8•-34.6--62.1--

246.3

--246.3

749.3-[-241.4--34.6

273.8--62.1----211.7

--744.4----211.7
749.3--744.4--4.9

273.8•-34•.6--62.1--241.4•-4.9

be

obvious.

Consider

the

possibilities; "gross" net growth,
"net" gross growth, "gross" gross
growth and "net" net growth.

Meyer has previouslysuggested

a solution to the ambiguity by re?erring to ".gross"tree volume as
total volume (i.e., before a defect
deduction) and using soundvolume
figures). Applying the volume to- sented by Gilbert x2 differs from in place of "net" tree volume (i.e.,
tals approach, where possible, to that presented herein. Gilbert's after a defect deduction). Employplot and higher order totals pro- "accretion" represents the growth ing this terminology then, we can
on the initial trees and is further
vides an excellent check on the
have gross and net plot, stand or
arithmetic
of the calculations.
defined as including growth on forest growth in terms of either
trees that were cut during the total or sound tree growth. ReSome Complications
measurementperiod, and as ex- stricting the use of total and sound
Throughout the entire discussion cluding growth on trees that died to the consideration of tree defect
of modern C.F.I. to this point, a during the period. Perhaps the use (a reduction applied to individual
of the term "accretion" should be
trees) and restricting the use of
certain amount of growth has been
reserved
to describe.growth when gross and net to the consideration
overlooked or ignored; the growth
put on by cut and mortality trees including growth on cut trees and of tree mortality (a reduction apprior to their removal from the excluding growth on mortality plied when making growth stategrowing stock. This practice tends trees. On the other hand, it might mentsaboutgroupsof trees) should
to yield a conservative estimate of seemlessconfusingto state wheth- lessen or eliminate the confusion.
growth. It is easy to rationalize er given growth figuresinclude or Such terms as total or sound gross
ignoring the growth of trees which exclude these growth contributors growth and total or sound net
subsequentlydie before the second and use the basic, definitive ter- growth have definite meaning.
measurement but the growth on minologyas describedin the presSummary
ent paper. If past practices are
cut trees is another matter.
LackRecent
intensive
investigations
ing any intermediate measurements followed,the usualC.F.I. analysis
will
continue
to
ignore
the
growth
of
forest
growth
have
emphasized
the amount of such growth must
on
cut
and
mortality
trees;
howthe
need
for
a
thorough
underbe grosslyapproximated; therefore,
standing
of
the
components
of forever,
this
particular
point
is
rewe may be justified in ignoring the
inclusion of this growth and be ceiving more and more attention est growth and their manipulation.
and is quite subject to refinement. Such understanding can be facilsatisfied that the resultant
sumAnother complexity in growth itated by the consistent use of
mary growth figure will tend to be
on the conservative side. On the
terminologywarrants clarification. rather standard terminology. This
terminology is re-presented and
other hand, especially if the vol- That is the dual use of the terms
thoroughly
described.
ume of trees cut is great, the total net and gross when referring to
The application of modern Congrowth put on by thesetrees prior both stand growth and to tree
to fell?rig becomes a component growth (or volume). "Gross" tree tinuous Forest Inventory, by its
worthy of consideration. Many growth (or volume) has been con- very nature, to individual tree data
methods of approximating this strued to mean the growth (or precipitates someinteresting variagrowth componenthave undoubt- volume) of the tree irrespective tions in growth calculations. A
edly .beenemployed but few have of any defect which might be discussion of the problem includbeen publicized. An exception is present. The application of a ing calculation formulas and an
"soundness" factor to the "gross" example are presented to justify
that mentionedby BerklundJ•
the computation of the various
It is on this very point (the in- tree growth (or to the successive
plot, stand, or forest growth emclusion
of growthon cut trees) periodic
volumes
involved
in the ploying the growth figures of inthatmuch
of theterminology
Pre-. gro.wt
h calcu)ation)_le.ads•to
the
so-called "net" tree growth. All dividnal trees.
Several further complicationsrenBerklund, B. L. Handling tree status.
garding growth terminology are
Proceedings Forest Management Control
l•Gilbert, A.M.
What is this thing
discussedand suggestionsfor their
called growth• Northeastern l*orest ExConference. Purdue University. pp. 4349.

1960.

periment Station Paper No. 71. 1954.

clarification are presented.

